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Abstract: For second order homogeneous partial difference equations with constant coefficients in n variables, it is 
always possible to construct a generating function of exponential form containing n - 1 arbitrary parameters, from 
which a sequence of solutions (PI,,_ .., ,,_,) can be derived recursively. 
The determination of a solution u = .Z . . Ca ,,,___,, no, P I,, .,, l.~, that approximately satisfies given boundary condi- 
tions, for a given problem, is then possible by solving a linear least squares problem. Once the a,,,.._,,n_, are known, 
the evaluation of u and its partial derivatives can be done very easily, using a second recursion, that can be derived 
from the recursion used for the determination of the P,,,,..,,,_,. 
Some classical examples will be treated, for which the relevant formulae are given completely. 
Keywords: Recursion, linear least squares methods, linear partial differential equations. 
1. Introduction 
The basic idea for this paper was borrowed from one of 
to solve irreducible homogeneous linear partial differential 
written in the operational form: 
+(Q, Dy)z = 0, Dx=& Dy=a 
aY 
the methods, proposed by Miller [3], 
equations with constant coefficients, 
(1.1) 
and where the operator +(D,, D,) is a polynomial of degree m in D, and DY. 
A solution of (1.1) of exponential form eax+by was assumed. Since 
DjDk eax+by = aJbk eax+by 
x Y > 
j,k=O, l,..., m, 
we see that the given exponential is a solution of (1.1) if 
+(a, b) =O. 0 4 
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This relation allows us to find as many solutions of (1.1) as we want, by suitable choice of the 
pairs (a’, b’) satisfying (1.2). A second approach was also suggested here. Solving (1.2) for b, we 
get: 
b=g(a) a $(a, g(a))=0 
and we obtain a solution of the form 
e ax+ir(a)_v (1.3) 
depending on one arbitrary parameter a. 
It was pointed out that in the case a MacLaurin expansion exists for (1.3), this will be of the 
form: 
and that all the functions Pi in it will automatically satisfy equation (1.1). The calculation of the 
sequence of coefficient functions in the given expansion can be done by successive differentiation 
of (1.3) at the point a = 0; but a better approach is to look for a recursive construction as 
follows. 
Equalizing the derivatives with respect to a of (1.3) and (1.4), we get 
(,x + g’(u)) eax+g(a)y = igI (i II)! P,(x, y)u’-’ 
and again, by (1.4), 
Whenever g’(u) admits a MacLaurin expansion, it will be possible to identify the coefficients 
of the same powers of a in both members of (1.5) and to obtain the expected recursion. Note 
that the first element of the sequence is PO(x, y) = e g(“)Y. For the example on pp. 163-164 in [3], 
(2Dx’ - DY)z = 0, 
we have 
+(u, b)=2u2-b=O, b=g(u) =2u2; 
hence, from (1.5) 
P 1+1 = XP, + 4iyP,_ 1) 
a three term recurrence. With Po( x, y) = e” = 1, we obtain: 
PO’ 1, PI =x, P,=x2+4y, Pj =x3 + 12xy. 
The evaluation of a solution u of the form C;“_,u,P,( x, y) satisfying (possibly approximately) 
given boundary conditions, as well of its partial derivatives, can be done by a procedure which is 
a generalisation of the algorithms of Clenshaw [2] and Smith [4]. The unknown coefficients a, 
can be determined by expressing the linear boundary conditions of the practical problem at 
hand, and solving the linear system we obtain then by one of the least squares methods described 
in [l] or [5]. 
2. Determination of 
of the second order 
2.1. Theorem 1 
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the recursion for arbitrary homogeneous linear partial differential equations 
Theorem 1. Every quadratic surface in C” admits a rational representation of the form 
m: [Wn-l+cn 
(&,...,&-I) -)(X1(XI,...,Xn-l),...,X,(X1,...,A.-l)) 
which is continuous in the origin. 
Proof. Given 
i*i alxf + c 2bi,,x,xj + i cix, + d = 0 (2.1) 
i<j 1=1 
we can always determine x,, = ( xOi,. . . , xOn) E C n, satisfying (2.1) by choosing n - 1 coordinates 
of x0 arbitrarily, and calculating the n th coordinate form the quadratic equation (2.1). If we then 
put, for instance if a, # 0, 
x~=~~~+X~~~(X~ -xol), j=2 ,..., n, (2.2) 
and substitute these expressions in (2.1), we get a quadratic equation in xi 
a(A ,,..., X+,)x: + b(X, ,..., X,-,)x, + c(A, ,..., A,_,) = 0 (2.3) 
with a, b, c polynomial functions of the second degree in (A,, . . . , A,_ 1) with a(0,. . . ,O) = a, # 0, 
of which we already know one solution, namely xOi. It follows that the other solution must be 
xi = - $,..., L) - x01, 
and from (2.2) 
x, = xoj + A,_1 
i 
- f(& . . . . X,-i) - 2x,, , 
1 
j= 2,.. ., n. 
All these functions are rational in Xi,. . . , A,_, and by (2.3), continuous in the origin, which 
proves our assertion. 
2.2. Theorem 2 
Theorem 2. For every second order homogeneous partial differential equation with constant 
coefficients 
+(D,,,..., D,,)f = 5 a;D,‘,f + c 2bj,,D&,f + ? @,,f + df = 0 
i=l icj i=l 
it is always possible to construct a generating function of the form 
F: R2n-1 +.Q= 
(A l,“‘, Xn_l, x1 ‘...) xJ + eWl,...,k,? Xl >...1 x??) 
for which a MacLaurin expansion with respect to A,, . . . , A,_, exists. 
(24 
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The coefficient functions in this expansion, 
P. . R”+C: r,,...,i,_,’ (X1,...,X,)‘P- i,,...,i,_, h...,%L 
ijEN foraZZjEl,...,n-1, 
are all solutions of (2.4) and can be calculated by means of a recursive formula from those previously 
calculated. 
Proof. Assuming solutions of the form: 
n 
exP 
i i 
C d,Xi 
i=l 
for equation (2.4), substitution in (2.4) will give us the condition 
ia,dz+ z2bi,jdidj+ Lc,d,+d=O 
i=l ii] i=l 
that must be satisfied by the parameters d,, . . . , d,. From Theorem 1, it follows that this 
condition can be met by n rational functions 
di: R”-’ -+ C: (A, ,..., A,_,) + d,(X, ,..., A,_1), i = 1,. .., n, 
continuous at the origin, for which the construction was shown. 
Then, we can expand the generating function of the solutions of (2.4), 
P(X, ,..., h,_l, x1 ,..., xn) = exp 
i 
i d,(h, ,..., An-,)x, , 
j=l ) 
in a MacLaurin series 
Differentiating both members with respect to A, for instance, yields 
i (DA,dj)xj exp 2 dj(Ai,*.*, ‘,-i)xj 
j=l i j=l ) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
If we multiply both members of this equation by the denominator (a( A,, . . . , h,_i))* (see 
Proof of Theorem 1) of Dh,dj and replace the exponential in its first member by the expansion in 
(2.6) we can proceed with the identification of the same powers of Xi,. . . , A,_, in both 
members. This will yield the expected linear recursion between Pi,,. ,, i,_, and the previously 
determined coefficients. c] 
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Note. PO ,,__, o( x1, . . . , x,) = exp(C[f,,dj(O, . . . , 0)x,), the starting point of the recursion is known, 
and if this function is not equal to the constant function 1, it can be made so, by putting 
P Il ,___, ; _, =ew 
i 
2 d,(Oy...~O)~, Qi, ,_._, i,_lT 
j=l i 
for which then a new recursion can be determined, with 
Qo,...,oh,. . ., xn) = 1. (2.7) 
The sequence of functions Q,,, , ,,~, will then consist of polynomial functions in x1,. . _, x,. 
2.3. Remark 
In the case of elliptic problems, the functions Pi ,,..,, i,_l or Qi ,,..., 1,_, obtained above, will be 
complex. However, by the linearity of (2.4), both real and imaginary parts of these equations will 
also be solutions. The complex recursion in the P’s or the Q’s can then be transformed into two 
recursive equations giving for instance 
R. l,,...,i,-, = Re( Qi, ,.,., Ln_1)y ‘iI ,..., i,_l = Im( Qi, ,__., in_,) 
as a function of those previously determined. From (2.7) it follows that 
R o,...,o = 1, IO,...,0 = 0. (2.8) 
3. Evaluation of a linear combination of functions obtained by a linear recursion 
3.1. Introduction and notations 
Due to the rationality of the functions di( h,, . . . , A,) (from now on we will put n - 1 = d) in 
the generating function (2.5), the linear recursion obtained in the preceding paragraph will be of 
the form 
Q, ,r..., i,+~ ,..., i,= 5 * * * 2 C~t:::;,i~Q,l-j,,.,,,;d-jd) i,EN, QP E Jd, 
JI =0 jd=O 
with Jd = (1, 2,. . . , d }, k E Jd, and C, ,,,,., id polynomials in x1,. . . , x,. 
As these polynomials and the resulting sequence ( Qi,, , i,) might be complex, putting 
Q, ,...., i,,=Ri, ,.__, i,+.i’L ,,..., id) 
C{;:::;;$ = A~~:::~;‘k’ + jB$‘.::.,.Jd 
, 1 , ,ld (j’= -I), 
yields 
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With the introduction of the matrices: 
it will be possible to write system (3.1) in the form 
j,=O 
(3.2) 
If the solution of (2.4) in a given region D of R ’ can be written in the form 
N 
u= c . . . 
i, =0 
;~~i',,...,i~',,,...,i~ + bil,....ldlil,...,idj 
where the coefficients a and b were determined, using the boundary conditions on ati, then we 
can put these also in the following matrix notation: 
N 
us c . . . 
5 (ai,,..., id bi;,_...j,j~,,...,;,' (3.3) 
i, =0 id=0 
The following theorem will give a systematic construction of the sum (3.3) based on a 
recurrence relation deduced from the recurrence (3.2). 
3.2. Theorem 3 
Theorem 3. If u satisfies (3.3) with K ,,.,., Id calculated from the recurrence (3.2), and introducing 
the notations 
, Nl;:::;;: a 2 X 2 matrix, 
then it is possible to determine u by the following formulae: 
(Initialisation) WI,, _, id = 0 Vi, > N with p E Jd. 
( Recursion ) 
(il ,..., i,-l,..., i,=N, N-l ,..., 0). (3.4) 
(Termination) 
u= w,... Jo... 0 ,> ,. = (u. ,.__) Ouo /_.., oJ( :,) = uo ,..., 0 
with 
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Proof. From (3.4) it follows 
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( a. I,,..., i,-l,..., id b. 1, ,..., ik-I,... ,id 1 
and, using (3.3), we get 
N N+l N 
UC C *** C *‘* C Kz __., i,-l ..., I,V, ,__., i,-I,..., id 
i, =0 i,=l id=0 
Here the second multiple sum can be rewritten as (after changing the order in the summation 
and putting i, = ii - jp + 1 Vp E Jd): 
C * * ’ C (C . * ’ C %;‘,I ,___, i&+1( 4$1);‘;‘1,.._, i;-j,, ,..., lL-jd+l)TV;-,,+l ,__., i;-jk ,..., ii-j,j+l). 
.i 
.I I 
(3.6) 
If we can write (3.6) as 
C ’ :,‘C W;‘+l,__,, i~+lvi;+l,..., i&+1 
I 
then (3.5) will yield 
u=w= v 0 ,_..( 0 0 ,..., 0 = b. (..., OUO )__.( o)( ;) = uo ,..., 0.
Therefore it is necessary that 
K/i;+1,...,;&+1 = C . . ’ C (fltJj;‘$‘;‘,,__, il-,, ,,,., ;;-jd+l)TV;-j,+l ,_.., i;-jk ,..., i:-jd+l 
j 
or, putting ii + 1 = i, for p E Jd\ { k} and i; = ik 
These conditions can be satisfied (see (3.2)) if 
or equivalently 
as was to be shown. 
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Now, from the recursion we found in Theorem 3, it will be possible (by differentiation of (3.4)) 
. . to deduce other recursions for the different partial derivatives of u with respect to x1, 
which can be calculated in parallel with the recursion for the determination of u: 
D,,( Y,, , i, ) =0 Vi,EN QPEJ,. 
andfori, ,..., i,-l,..., i,=N, N-l ,..., 0: 
X .> n, 
(3.6) 
The evaluations of these quantities can be used to verify how well the solution we found, 
satisfies the given boundary conditions, or to calculate quantities such as Ian au/an da for 
instance. 
4. Presentation of some results for classical partial differential equations 
4. I. Laplace equations in Iw2: Au(x,, x2) = 0 
Using the notations of Theorem 2, we assume solutions of the form 
ed,xl +d,x, (4.1) 
from which we obtain the condition 
d; -t- d; = 0 (4.2) 
The point ( - 1, j) (j’ = - 1) satisfies this equation, so by the method of Theorem 1 we can 
substitute 
d,=j+A(d,+l) (4.3) 
in (4.2), giving a quadratic equation for d,, with a solution 
d, = (1 - 2jh - X2)/(1 + X2) 
and, using (4.3) 
d, = (j + 2A - jX”)/(l + A2) = jd,. 
To simplify calculations, we can change the parameter and obtain 
d, = t, d, = jt. 
Substitution in (4.1) gives: ef(x1+Jx2). 
The method described in Theorem 2 will give us here 
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so derivation of both members with respect to t yields 
(x1 + jx,) etcx1+jx2) = (x1 + jx2)i=o$Pj(xl. x2) 
i-l 
= igl tit_ I>! ‘itxl, x2) 
from which the obvious recurrence relationship 
‘i+ltxl, X2) = (X1 + jX*)Pi(X1, X2), PO = 1, 
can be deduced. As in section 3.1., we put Pi = Ri + jr,, and obtain the following recursion in 
matrix form: 
K+, = M?I/,, 
or more explicitely: 
Now, after we have found the coefficients in the expansion: 
N 
u= c aiRi+bili. 
i=O 
by a least squares method applied to the equations found by expressing the linear boundary 
conditions for U, D~u, D2u, we can evaluate u in an arbitrary point (xi, x2) using the recursion 
determined from Theorem 3: 
with 
NjO= @&yT== ( T;, “XT), 
so finally we have: 
and u=uo. 
If the derivatives of u with respect to xi or x2 are also needed, then they will follow by (3.3) 
from the recursions: 
Diy. = D2y = 0 for i > N, 
and 
for i=N+ 1, N,..., 1, and D,u = D,uo, D,u = D,u,. 
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4.2. Fourier equation in R 2: D:, u - DXzu = 0 
In this case, we can show that, putting d, = t, d, = t2 in the exponential (2.5), we obtain a 
solution, depending on the parameter t: 
m II 
e %+f2XZ = c !-pi 
;=o . 
Differentiation of both members yields 
(x1+2tx,)E gPj= E t 
i-l 
i=O i+ (i - l)! Pi 
from which the recursion 
P 1+1 = xlPi + 2x2iPi_l, Po=l. 
Then, once the coefficients in the expansion u = CfCoa; Pi are known, we can calculate 
u(xi, x2) with the recursion 
uN+1 = UN+.2 = O, 
ui_l = a;_l + xlui + 2x2iui+l, i=N+l, N ,..., 1, 
and u=uo, and the derivatives follow from 
D,“N+, = Wv+2 = D,u,+-i = DzUN+~ = 0, 
D,u,_r = ui + x,D,q + 2x2iD1u;+r, 
D2ui_i = x~D~u, + 2iu;+l+ 2x2iD2u;+l, i = N + 1, N,. . . ,l, 
and D,u = D1uO, D,u = D2u0. 
4.3. Vibrating string equation D:,u - Dx’,u = 0 
Here, we obtain, as well for d, = t, d, = t, as for d, = t, d, = -t solutions depending on the 
parameter t, of the form 
eQ1 *x2) 
The recursive relations to calculate these solutions are now 
PiI, = (x1 + x2)pi+ 7 P;S, = (x1 -x,)p;-, 
and a solution of the form 
N 
u= E aTPi+ + C aTPi- 
i=O r=O 
could be evaluated by the recursion 
u;+i = u;+i = 0, 
for i=N+l, N ,..., 1 and U=U~ +u,. 
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At the same time, the partial derivatives of u are given by 
~_:;“i~~~~~~r”::r:1I~:::); 
(:I:;:-)=( r:i;)+(x1;x2 xI”x2)(“n::;)~ 
for i=N+ 1, IV,..., 1 and D,u = D,ut + D,u,, k E J2. 
4.4. Equation of Laplace in R3: Au(x,, x2, x3) = 0 
Assuming a solution of the form e dlxl+dzx2+d+3, we obtain the condition: 
d,2 + d; + d; = 0. 
As the point (0, - 1, j) satisfies this equation, we can put 
d, = - 1 + h,d,, d, = j + A,d, 
in (4.4), giving us a quadratic equation in d,, with a solution 
d, = 2(A, - jX,)/(l + A: + A\). 
Then, from (4.5), 
d 
2 
= (+jX2)2-1 d = 6% 3X2)‘+ 1 _j 
1+q+P2 ’ 3 1 +A? +A; . 
These parametric equations can be simplified to 
d, = 2st, d, = s(t2 - l), d, = js(t2 + 1) 
giving a generating function of the form 
exp[s(2tx, + (t2 - 1) x2 + j(t” + 1)x3)] = C C $-JPlk. 
i k ** 
Differentiation with respect to s gives 
(2tx, + (t2 - 1)x2 + j(t’+ l)x,)C C gPjk = C C (i”l’;:,l Pjk 
i k . . i k . . 
from which the recurrence relation 
‘iflk = pik(jx3 -X2) + 2kX,Pik_, + k(k- I)(x~ +jX3)Pik-2 
with P,= 1. 
Taking real and imaginary parts of (4.6), this can be rewritten as 
(;;:;t)=( _x:’ -::)(;;“) 
+2kxr(;;;:;) +k(k-I)( ;I ;r3)( ;;;‘+l) 
(44 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
with R,, = 1, I, = 0. 
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TO calculate the value of u = Ci”,,C~=‘=,( U,jR;j + bijIij) in a given point (x1, x2, x3) we use 
the recursion determined from Theorem 3: 
I$$,=0 for i, k>N, with I&= , 
+2(k + I)XrU/;:k+r + (k + 2)(k + I) ( _x:, ;;)Qi2> (4.7) 
i-l, k=N, N-l ,..., Oand u=u~. 
From the derivatives of (4.7) with respect to x1, x2 and x3, we get 
D,K,=O for i, k>N, PEJ~, 
DIW,_lk = 1;” 
3 
?i, DlWk + 2( k + l)wik+l 
) 
+2(k+2)x,DI~,+,+(k+2)(k+l) _“’ ( x3 ;;)DlKk+2T 
_x:, D,K, + 2(k + I)XrDzI’&+i 
) 
+(k+2)(k+l)W;,+,+(k+2)(k+l) _“’ ( x3 ;:lqKk+2, 
D,w-,k=( ?zik)+( 1;: _X:2)D3~k+2(k+1)XID3~k+1 
+(k+2)(k+l)( :;l;+2)+(k+2)(k+l)( _x:, ;;)D3&+,, 
i - 1, k = N, N - 1, N,. . . ,O and DPu = DPu,,,,, p E J,. 
Note. In this case, we will not obtain linear independent results for all the coefficient functions 
Pik in the space of the polynomial solutions of the given equation. However, when we solve the 
linear system obtained from the boundary conditions by a least squares method, it is always 
possible to determine the solution with the smallest norm, in order to make it unique. 
5. Concluding remarks 
Now we are able to draw some conclusions from the examples we treated in the preceding 
paragraph. As shown in Theorem 3, it was always possible to find some recursion, giving us a 
sequence of solutions of the given partial differential equations. The recursion we constructed in 
each case is by no means unique. But experiments have shown that different recursions for the 
same problem yield sequences of functions that generate the same subspace in the space of the 
solutions of the given equation. 
In the examples, we have made an effort to obtain as simple recursions as possible, sometimes 
with the help of a change of parameters. 
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There is a possibility to extend the theory to higher order equations whenever we can 
determine a parametric representation of the surface $(x1,. . . , xn) = 0, corresponding to the 
partial differential equation +(D,,, . _ . , D,,) = 0, that is rational in n - 1 parameters A,, _ . _, A,_,. 
Finally, due to the rather simple recursions for the calculation of the polynomials P- * I,..., i”_, 
and for the evaluation of the solution U, this theory could lead to an easy to program numerical 
method for the solution of various linear problems in applied sciences. 
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